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Learn how we help




Getting Started
with James H. Brown
Award-winning personal injury lawyers in Alberta. Precedent-setting car accident lawyers.
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GET TO KNOW US




Reach out through our website or by phone. Call us before speaking to your insurance company.
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MEET OUR TEAM




Book a risk-free, no-obligation consultation with one of James H. Brown and Associates’ experienced Injury Lawyers.
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CONTACT US NOW




Determine if you have a case, what the process to settlement looks like, and more.








We SUPPORT You 
every step of the way


We are committed to helping Albertan’s obtain the settlements they deserve for their injuries, medical expenses, lost wages, and other damages caused by life-altering events. 
We recognize that dealing with an accident or injury can be stressful and overwhelming, so we strive to alleviate these burdens by offering top-notch legal representation and support every step of the way. We are car accident specialists, and have achieved some of the largest car accident settlements in Alberta’s history for our clients.
Our lawyers specialize in personal injury law and have a deep understanding of the unique challenges faced by individuals dealing with injuries. From motor vehicle accidents to slip and falls, we are well-versed in various types of personal injury cases.
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WHY CHOOSE 

JAMES H. BROWN


Founded in 1993, James H. Brown and Associates has achieved many precedent-setting settlements for our clients. See some of our recent successes below:




Pediatric Brain Injury

$6,400,000 
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SPINAL CORD INJURYresulting from the negligence of a property owner
$3,500,000 
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Pediatric Brain Injuryresulting from a collision with a distracted driver.

$4,100,000
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Spinal Cord InjuryQuadriplegia resulting from a collision with a semi-truck.

$5,800,000
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Traumatic Brain Injuryresulting from a collision with a distracted driver.

$4,100,000
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Traumatic Brain Injuryresulting from accident caused by drunk driver.

$3,800,000
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Wrongful deathresulting from accident caused by drunk driver crossing center lane.

$1,200,000
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TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURYsuffered as a result of a dump truck accident.

$4,770,000
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Spinal Cord Injurysuffered by a pedestrian after being hit by a pick-up truck.

$
2,700,000
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ABOUT
JAMES H. BROWN






			
About Us




CHAMPIONSHIP HISTORY


A standout athlete, James H. Brown achieved remarkable success as a member of the 1963 Memorial Cup Champion Edmonton Oil Kings hockey team. However, at the age of 19, tragedy struck when he sustained a devastating broken neck in a head-on collision with a drunk driver, abruptly halting his aspirations for a professional hockey career.
This pivotal moment not only signified the end of one dream but also instilled within James H. Brown a greater understanding of the profound impact catastrophic injuries can inflict on individuals’ lives. He has never forgotten his experience and credits it with being the driving force behind 30+ years of success, setting many legal precedents in injury law in Alberta. The firm’s foundation is rooted in trust, allowing clients to find reassurance in the firm’s unwavering commitment to their cause, guiding them toward a brighter future through compassionate advocacy and relentless determination.
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CONNECT
ONLINE NOW




Reach out through our website or by phone. Call us before your insurance company.
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MAKE US YOUR
FIRST CALL




Book a free, no-obligation consultation with one of James H. Brown and Associates’ experienced injury lawyers.
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Injury Lawyer Quiz




Answer a few short questions to find out if an Injury Lawyer is a good fit for you.









			
Take the Quiz
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YOUR ACCIDENT


James H. Brown Injury Lawyers have handled many car accident claims in Alberta. Trust our team’s 200+ years of combined injury law experience and have the confidence that you will maximize your results. Learn more about different types of accidents we specialize representing our clients with.






			
ALL ACCIDENTS
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CAR ACCIDENTS
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If you've been involved in a car accident, our team of expert car accident lawyers are here to navigate the complexities of insurance claims and legal proceedings on your behalf, ensuring you receive fair compensation for your injuries.
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MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENTS
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Motorcycle accidents often lead to severe injuries due to the lack of protection. Riders can trust in our commitment to holding negligent parties accountable and securing the financial resources needed for recovery.
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HEAVY TRUCK ACCIDENTS
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Semi-trucks collisions can have devastating consequences due to the size and speed involved. Our experienced attorneys have a proven track record of ensuring truck accident  injured parties receive proper compensation for their injuries and the affect it has on their life.
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TRAIN / BUS ACCIDENTS
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Train or bus accidents can result in catastrophic injuries for passengers and pedestrians. Our firm has the expertise and connection with the appropriate resources to handle the complexities involved with public transportation accidents.
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ATV / SNOWMOBILE ACCIDENTS
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Due to the lack of protection, ATV or snowmobile accidents can result in serious injuries. Our firm specializes in advocating for victims of these incidents, striving to secure the maximum compensation for their pain and suffering.
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OBJECT ON ROAD ACCIDENTS
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Debris or hazardous objects on the road can lead to dangerous car accidents. Our firm specializes in investigating these incidents and pursuing claims against responsible parties, helping victims recover damages for their injuries and vehicle damage.
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ANIMAL ACCIDENTS
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Animal accidents, whether involving domestic pets or wildlife, can lead to significant injuries to individuals. Our firm specializes in navigating the unique legal complexities of these cases, ensuring that victims receive the compensation they deserve for their injuries, medical expenses, and other damages resulting from such incidents.
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WATERCRAFT & bOAT
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Boating accidents can lead to serious injuries or fatalities, often requiring legal intervention to secure compensation for victims and their families. Our firm is dedicated to representing individuals harmed in boating incidents.










YOUR INJURY


At James H. Brown & Associates, our catastrophic injury lawyers have significant expertise and experience in a wide variety of areas including those listed below. We are available 24/7, so if you or a family member have suffered catastrophic injuries as a result of the wrongful act or negligence of another, you should immediately contact our office for a free consultation with an experienced serious injury lawyer at James H. Brown & Associates today.






			
ALL INJURIES
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spinal cord injury
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A spinal cord injury can result in life-altering consequences, impacting mobility and overall quality of life. Our firm specializes in representing individuals with spinal cord injuries, fighting tirelessly to secure the compensation necessary for their rehabilitation and long-term care needs.
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BRAIN
INJURY
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Traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) can have devastating and long-lasting effects on individuals and their families. Our firm is dedicated to advocating for those affected by TBIs, ensuring they receive the compensation and support needed for their recovery and ongoing care.
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WHIPLASH
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Whiplash, commonly caused by sudden jerking movements of the neck, can result in debilitating pain and stiffness. Our firm is experienced in handling whiplash injury cases, ensuring clients receive the necessary medical attention and fair compensation for their suffering, lost wages, and treatment expenses.
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WRONGFUL  DEATH
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The loss of a loved one due to someone else's negligence is an unimaginable tragedy. With compassion and expertise, our firm assists families in pursuing wrongful death claims, seeking justice and financial compensation to help ease the burden of their loss.
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BROKEN  BONE
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Suffering a broken bone can lead to significant pain and inconvenience, often requiring medical treatment and time off work. Our experienced attorneys are here to support individuals who have sustained broken bones due to accidents, ensuring they receive fair compensation for their injuries and related expenses.
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NECK
PAIN
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Soft tissue injuries can be extremely debilitating. Some people recover quickly. While others suffer from chronic pain and life-long permanent disability.
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CHRONIC  PAIN
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Chronic pain can be debilitating, impacting every aspect of a person's life. Our firm is committed to advocating for individuals dealing with chronic pain resulting from accidents or injuries, striving to secure the financial resources and support they need to manage their condition and improve their quality of life.
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BURN
INJURY
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Burns can cause severe physical and emotional trauma, often requiring extensive medical treatment and rehabilitation. Our Injury Lawyers are dedicated to assisting burn injury survivors in pursuing compensation for their injuries, including medical expenses, pain and suffering, and future care needs.











Trust ALBERTA'S LARGEST 
PERSONAL
INJURY LAWYER TEAM
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Calgary Daycare E.Coli Outbreak Class Action Lawsuit
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Victims Of Abuse






	


Blog Articles, Injuries, Personal Injury Law				




When to Partner with a Personal Injury Lawyer: Two Key Situations
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Why Pick James H. Brown and Associates as Your Personal Injury Lawyers in Edmonton
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When To Go To A Collision Reporting Centre
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ORGANIZATIONS WE SUPPORT








			
More About Our Community Initiatives
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Kids Up Front - District of Dreams Gala
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Kids Up Front Music on the Move - Cheque Presentation/ Lawyers BBQ
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Community Sponsorship - Sherwood Park Huskies
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Stollery Tee Up for Tots
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Courage Ride for Rehab – Bike Tour Fundraiser
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Glenrose Rehabilitation Hospital Tour
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Alberta Indigenous Games
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Philippines Independence Day Gala (COPAA)
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Hope Mission Volunteering
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contact
us about your case


2400 SUN LIFE PLACE 10123 – 99 STREET, EDMONTON, ALBERTA
T5J 3H1



CALL US BEFORE YOU CALL YOUR INSURANCE COMPANY


1 (855) 428-0088



 
First Name(Required)

Last  Name(Required)

Phone(Required)

Email(Required)


Message(Required)
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